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Schematic layout of the ILC (not to scale)

ILC (International Linear Collider )



Helical undulator and positron polarization

Electrons oscillate in undulator

Circularly polarized photons
g -> e++e- with polarization

simulation result :        polarization         yield

Polarization and yield depend on the electron 
beam energy as well as the length ? of undulator. 

“Space for a ~220m undulator has been reserved for 
an eventual upgrade to 60& polarization” (TDR)



ArXiv 1306.6329

Q. (from Suyu) : What is the percentage of “polarized beams for both electrons 
(80%) and positrons (30%)” ?  Why the number for positrons is small compared 
with electrons ?

“right hand” 

moving direction

spin spin

moving

“left hand” 
Ratio (P(-)electron) = -



Electron(e-) Source

A bunch train with 90% polarization is produced . 



Positron(e+) Source

Positrons are produced from (150-250) GeV e- beam



Ring to Main Linac

Before reaching the main linac, there seems to be many 
functionality . . . 

beam (particle) position correction,  spin rotation , , , 



Synchrotron radiation @turn around ? 

Energy loss of e-(e+) by one circulation

E=5 GeV is known, and I do not know of r , but if we assume r=10m,  

U = 5.5 MeV 5.5 MeV/5 GeV = 0.1 % 

maybe acceptable ?

Q. (from Tao) : Would  lots of energy be lost at the corner (turn around) ? 
And how this effect would be compensated  ? 



Super-conducting Cavity @ Linac

・One of  technical challenges for ILC

・Super-conducting ( low power 
consumption but w. cryostat ) vs
normal-conducting ( high E-field )



History.  Gradient ( E MeV/m ) of super-conducting magnet 

30 MeV/m  x   11km  = 300 GeV  ( in reality,  the total length is not fully covered 
by the cavity, and the number is ~850 with ~1m length=> ~250 GeV )



Reference 



Combined result from ATLAS & CMS 



“Signal strength m” ( From  G. Ada et al.  Eur. Phys. J. C76 (2016) 6  )

Prediction

acceptance, efficiency,  luminosity , ,

Quite Impressive !Q. (from Maoqiang) : What is the signal strength ?



The deviation of Higgs boson branching ratios for 
different scenarios



Q. (from Hao) : Compare to CEPC, what is the advantages and disadvantages of ILC ?

arXiv : 1141.1054 

CEPC ILC 
・ Statistics ( CEPC : circular <--> ILC: linac)

・Using polarized beam 

・Energy upgrade

### This is “my” current opinion/investigation and there would be something others  



ILD SiD

Magnetic Field 3.5 T 5 T

Vertex pixel detectors 6 (3 pairs) or 5 layers (no disks)
Technology open

5 barrel layers + 4 disks
Technology open

Si strip trackers 2 barrel + 7 forward disks (3 of the disks are 
pixel), Outer and end of TPC

5 barrel layers + 4 forward disks/side

TPC GEM or MicroMEGAS
Pad (or Si-pixel) readout

None

ECAL Si-W or Scint-W Si-W 30 layers, pixel (4mm)2

HCAL Scint-tile or Digital-HCAL + Fe Digital HCAL with RPC readout with (1cm)2 cell 16

SiD ( Sillicon Detector ) ILD ( International Large Detector ) 

ILC Detectors  -- SiD & ILD



“Push-Pull”  configuration
Q. (from Xin) : Why ILC has to run in push-pull mode ? what is the main 
difference on the tracker between SiD & ILD ?

So far,  I only found statements such like “we need cross-check and compete “  ... 



Difference in tracker system 

-- Few high precise hits -- High hit redundancy 

-- All silicon detectors -- Silicon + TPC

-- Low material budget -- Larger volume



Comparison of vertex detector 

“disk”
SiD ILD no“disk” (for vertex)

Q. (from Maoqiang) : What does “disk” means ?

“disk” in the 
tracker of ILD

ILD



Physics target and the Energy reach 



CCD (Charge Couple Device)

From   https://www.olympus-lifescience.com/en/microscope-resource/primer/digitalimaging/concepts/concepts/

Simple structure of CCD Potential well in CCD

Charge transfer is performed by changing gate bias

Q. (from Lingteng) : What is the multiple charge transfer and why FPCCD do 
better in handling it than CCD ?



The structure is not that simple,  but to compare with the 
CMOS, the size of the circuit ( or the needed area for that ) is 
small.  

Charge potential 

Charge Transfer



FPCCD ( Fine Pixel CCD )

・Pixel size : 5 x 5mm2

・Full Depletion type   !  

・Number of channel ~6000

-- 20,000 x 128 pixel/ch

-- Number of pixels ~1010

-- Readout speed   10Mpixel/s

・Horizontal transfer register is 
embedded 

This seems underway

I do not know how they did

-- Read all of data during the beam interval



Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI)

S/N vs CTI 

From arXiv : 1703.05603  “Radiation tolerance of FPCCD vertex detector for the ILC”

Two dimensional distribution of 
the peak ADC of 5.9 keV X-ray 
from 55Fe .One transfer(to next gate) efficiency loss is tiny ~ 10-4

but if it is 10,000 times ,  it is too big.   

Due to radiation damage,  the transfer efficiency drops !

1010 neutroneq/cm2



From 03/31/2017 Annual ILC meeting, presented by Murai

personally, I feel kinds of curiosity about this method



DEPFET Readout

Measurement of signal 

 Measure signal levels 

 source potential / drain current

 Measure both before and after clear

 Calculate the difference 

 correlated double sampling (CDS)

From G. Luts et al. ,  VCI2016 

DEPFETs



CMOS sensor (MAPS)
### We can skip the detail or MAPS here

From SOIPIX2017 @ OIST(Okinawa), presented by Arai

SOI technique

It was well known that  radiation damage cause a 
problem on the Oxide metal layer 

double layer

Merit of SOI is to utilize high resistivity wafer + ease of making CMOS circuit 



From SOIPIX2017 @ OIST(Okinawa), presented by Arai

It seems the SOI technique is proving to work for fine pixel size !



“Push-Pull” arrangement


